Effects of long-term CCK stimulation and CCK blockade on pancreatic and intestinal growth, morphology, and function.
This study evaluated the effects of long-term cholecystokinin (CCK) stimulation and blockade on pancreatic and intestinal growth, function, and morphology. CCK release was induced by feeding of the protease inhibitor camostate and CCK blockade by feeding of the CCK antagonist CR 1409. Four groups of NMRI-mice received the following diets for 9 months (each group consisting of 36 mice): (1) chow (control); (2) chow + 100 mg/kg/day camostate; (3) chow + 50 mg/kg/day CR 1409; (4) chow + 100 mg/kg/day camostate + 50 mg/kg/day CR 1409. Long-term feeding of camostate greatly increased pancreatic weight by induction of marked hypertrophy (increase in protein content) and moderate hyperplasia (increase in DNA content). Camostate feeding also increased secretory capacity of the exocrine pancreas. Despite camostate-induced growth neither hyperplastic nor neoplastic nodules developed. The CCK-antagonist CR 1409 markedly inhibited the effects of camostate which are therefore mainly mediated by CCK. Neither long-term CCK stimulation nor CCK blockade altered morphology or composition of duodenal mucosa. Feeding of CR 1409 alone (i.e., without camostate) slightly but significantly decreased pancreatic content of protein and secretory capacity of enzymes when compared to the chow-fed control; pancreatic weight and DNA content remained unchanged after long-term administration of CR 1409. Thus, long-term, continuous and effective blockade of the CCK-receptor only slightly inhibited pancreatic growth and secretory capacity. CCK is, therefore, not an essential growth factor for the pancreas, although increases of endogenous CCK stimulate pancreatic growth and secretory capacity.